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Title? - choice blog for linkedintThe Ability of Conscious Choice 

 

The ability to choose is a skill. In concert with that aptitude is Wwhat we use to anchor the 

choices we make (is the decisionit good for us/our family/our community/our business – , or 

not). 

 

When one haswe have a method to make choices, and iswe are aware of each step, we the 

process become happens faster. We become more cConfidencet in the one’s choices we make 

grows exponentially (because of an existingwe have a starting point and thinking through the 

possible outcomes). We In turn, we get more of the outcomes we want, more often. 

 

Choices are everywhere. We People automatically make choices all the time: dDo I cross the 

street here or at the next cross crosswalk? Can my car fit into this parking space? Do I answer 

this email now or later?  

 

There are alsoOther choices we may merit more attention and consideration with more attention: 

Is this the right meeting right now? What do I want to complete out of today? Does this strategic 

partnership line up with what I stand for? Does this action move us toward solving more 

people’'s problems?   

 

Our own experiences shape the way we interact within different situations. Each time we obtain 

a good response from an actiondo something and get a good response, we recognize what to do 

thatprocedure moves us toward that feeling again. The opposite is also true - – i.e. poor outcomes 

we want to avoid.  

 

Talking about making choices is a big thingdeal. It’s tough to do, and we may rely on our 

automatic responses and our personal strengths to carry us through. Which means we are missing 

out …. We are missing out on ways to flex our choice muscles with awareness. 

 

Becoming aware of and confident that we are making solid choice(s) for the desired outcome we 

want, its the goal we are leading our team toward. 

 

Here we are going to talk aboutBelow are four common starting points for filtering options we to 

consider when making choices.: 

 

1. To choose not to make a choice. 

1. To choose not to make a choice. 

 

I'm starting with this oneaspect because it's it’s the easiest to docarry out, yet it carries the most 

impact. We lLeave the outcome up to anyone else,but us. We throw up our hands and say …- 
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well, it is what it is. And, leave it at that. When we stepping out of a situation we give up our 

right to be part of what happens next. We are pushed around by forces that we gave up control 

of. 

 

Giving up control is different thanfrom a situation outside of our control. The idea we an 

individual can control anything is a great philosophical conversation. Here’s Wwhere I'm going 

with this is thatline of thought: when we give up our voice, we give up our ability to shape the 

outcome. 

 

Bad or worse aside, our voice matters –, and that's especially true in business. It's about being 

able to see what the choices are, and thinking through to possible outcomes and finding the best 

outcome result for the current situation. 

 

1. To choose the easiest path. 

 

2. To choose the easiest path. 

 

The path of least resistance isn't always good. There is “least resistance” because the solution is 

the right solutionone, and then there is resistance intransigence because of egos and feelings. 

When we falling into the path of least people-related-resistance, we choose mediocrity. 

 

We work to appease the people around us. We don't dig deep because there is When resistance 

and occurs we decide that people (well, their egos and feelings) matter most and, consequently, 

avoid digging deep. 

 

Teamwork is about communication and developing skills that each person on the team provides 

to the whole. Good teams do not always agree. Good teams don't always want to say YES to the 

same things.  

 

It's the Working in concert, those different experiences, skills, and perspectives that when 

brought together find the easiest path to get where the team needs to go. In other words,t's the 

choosingice to recognize the best pieces of research and ideas from conversation forcesthat make 

thate easiest path / path of least resistance to remain stay focused on the outcome. 

 

1. To choose the company vision. 

 

3. To choose the company vision. 

 

The big vision brings our team together and offers . It's gives us something to stand behind, and 

resulting in the desirewant to see the solution given to the world. When we only stay there, 

nothing gets done. Ok, you got me, that's not technically true...the vision getsProvided with more 

and more clarity, and the team sees something to which they want to contribute to. 

 

The procedure forIt's leading the team to the vision, however, that is what gets left out when we 

choose to start with the vision. While some things can fall into place, not everything willall 

things fall into place. Task Task-based work is necessary. Specific processes wWhen 
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repeatedable over time, specific methods create consistency: - how to get the word out;, how to 

buy and start using;, even how to provide support for the product. Processes also guide the team 

–- thewhat particular of responsibilities each role has and how completing them fits in the vision 

... Hhow with each action taken moves the team toward or away from the goal. 

 

Processes are a set of steps –- and data points that are useful for growth come, in part, from 

processes –- the results of which lead to completing the tasks. 

 

1. To choose a process. 

 

4. To choose a process. 

 

We get mired down in productivity and efficiency … it’s easy to get so focused on productivity 

output and maximizing time that everything feels and becomes formulaic. Such a mindset It can 

stifle creativity, and the people that are attracted to being part of a solution in this workplace 

atmosphere are not the same people that who want to be really good at tasks. 

 

Process matters. It’s what gives us data to evaluate what our business is telling us. Too much 

focus and there is little room for creativity. Thriving in quickly changing markets directly relates 

to the type and scope of problem problem-solvers that who are on the team. 

 

*Each time we consciously choose, we work on our choosing ability.* 

 

As business leaders, we are in a place where we face the unknown. Having an starting point is 

important. Recognizing a choice is necessary and considering the combination of process (for 

data);, vision (for empowerment and excitement);, and the easiest path (that for best supportings 

the business goal) – together will help discoverfind the situation’s most optimal solutions that are 

most optimal for the situation. 

 

I wrote a blog post that you might find useful – “How do you get comfortable making choices?” 

– that covers three components of making conscious decision-making choices: 

 

1. Know there is a choice to be made. 

2. Understand what’s in our control (or not). 

3. Consider the options. 

  

Here is the link (make a text link) to read the article: put the link here. 

 

….If you want to learn more, find me here:… 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jessicadewell 

https://twitter.com/jess_dewell 
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